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The procedure of MLLR speaker adaptation
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ABSTRACT
We present two new speaker adaptation methods which apply principal component
analysis to maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) framework. If we apply
MLLR after transforming the baseline mean vectors by their eigenvectors, the vari-
ance of the estimates for the MLLR matrix are inversely proportional to their corre-
sponding eigenvalues. We describe two techniques to reduce the variance of the
estimation, Principal Component MLLR (PC-MLLR) and Weighted Principal Com-
ponent MLLR (WPC-MLLR). In experiments using sentences from the 1994
DARPA Wall Street Journal evaluation, the use of WPC-MLLR provided a relative
reduction in word error rates of 15.1% for non-native speakers and 6.0% for native
speakers compared to conventional MLLR.
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Related Work
• Block diagonal MLLR : Reduce the number of parameters for MLLR matrix [1]

• Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

  - Feature selection [5]

  - “Eigenvoices”: represent speaker variation [3]

  - Correlation between phoneme classes [2]

• Previous PCA work was performed primarily for dimensionality reduction and is
not directly related to MLLR.

• In the original domain:

- We can transformX andc to Z and by using eigen-
vector matrix  and eigenvalue matrix .

• In the eigendomain:
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Principal Component MLLR  (PC-MLLR)

• MLLR assumes .
  -  andA correspond toX andc in the above example.

• We can apply Principal Component Regression to MLLR by using eigenvetors
and eigenvalues obtained from Gaussian means and variances.

• Comparison of theaverage variancesof the elements of the MLLR multiplica-
tion matrix in the eigendomain obtained from actual data and theinverse of
eigenvalues confirms thatthey are indeed the same (in figure).
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• In the eigendomain,the variance of is inversely proportional to the
corresponding eigenvalue of  [4]

  - In this example, (variance of ) << (variance of )

• We can select thetop p principal components of the estimates to
reduce the overall variance of the estimates.

  - Eliminate highly variable components
  - Obtain the estimate  using topp components
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(Example)

Linear regression: ➝xi1 xi2,( ) yi( )
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EXPERIMENTS
• Speech recognition system: SPHINX-III (continuous HMMs)

• Test data: DARPA 1994 Wall Street Journal evaluation
   - Spoke 3 (non-native speakers) and Spoke 0 (native speakers).

• Adaptation data: 5 sentences for each speaker (supervised mode)

• WPC-MLLR provides relative improvements in recognition accuracy com-
pared to conventional MLLR of 15.1% for non-native speakers and 6.0% for
native speakers.

Word error rates
 for selected data from the 1994 WSJ evaluation after adaptation

 (Relative improvement over the baseline is shown in parenthesis)

Adaptation Method
s3-94 data

(Non-native)
s0-94 data
(Native)

Baseline (unadapted) 27.3% 21.9%

Conventional MLLR 23.7% (13.1%) 18.3% (16.4%)

PC-MLLR 20.9% (23.4%) 18.0% (17.8%)

WPC-MLLR 20.1% (26.3%) 17.2% (21.4%)

Weighted Principal Component MLLR (WPC-MLLR)

• Instead of eliminating non-principal components of the estimates of the MLLR
matrix, weuse all the components after weighting.

• Find weights for the estimate  to minimize the mean square error.

➝ minimize

• Large eigenvalue ➝ small variance of ➝ large weight

• Small eigenvalue ➝ large variance of ➝ small weight

• WPC-MLLR adaptation steps

 (0) Pre-calculate eigenvectors, eigenvalues, and weights
 (1) Transform baseline mean vectors by their eigenvectors
 (2) Estimate MLLR multiplication matrix (row vector ) and shift vector
       in eigendomain using adaptation data
 (3) Multiply each MLLR matrix element by its weight:
 (4) Re-calculate the shift vector  using
 (5) Transform  back to the multiplication matrixA

  (6) Adapt the baseline mean vectors using
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• In PC-MLLR, if the number of components is too small, WER increases rapidly.
  If all the components are used, WER asymptotes to conventional MLLR.

 Word error rates for each adaptation method for s3-94 data
 as a function of thenumber of principal components used for PC-MLLR

SUMMARY
• Principal Component Analysis (PCA) has been applied to the MLLR frame-
work for speaker adaptation

• The variance of the estimate for linear regression in the eigendomain is
inversely proportional to correspondingeigenvalue.

• Principal Component MLLR (PC-MLLR)
- Eliminates highly variable components and selects the topp principal components
- Reduces the variance of the estimates and improves speech recognition accuracy

• Weighted Principal Component MLLR (WPC-MLLR)
 - Uses all the components after weighting to minimize the mean square error
 - Gives greater weight to components with larger eigenvalues
 - Achieves better recognition accuracy than PC-MLLR and conventional MLLR
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